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Figure 1. Lexicon Live: Performing the discursive space around keywords

Terminology moves fast across conferences, blogs, journals and schools. The
Conversation we propose is an attempt at making use of the endless ambiguity such
volatility produces, to open a productive discursive space. The Design Research
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-Share Alike 4.0
International License.
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/

Group (Knowledge Circle) of the Design Academy Eindhoven, comprising
representatives from Masters, Bachelors and Readerships, will host a gathering of
opinions, positionings and phrasings, around words chosen from the DRS2018
conference materials. As DRS2018 invites design researchers to explore design as a
“powerful catalyst for change”, we would like to explore what these words could
mean, through a series of “Socratic Dialogues” with participating convenors and
delegates of the conference. A Socratic Dialogue can be defined as an attempt to
develop a mutual understanding related to a fundamental question through
systematic consultation. The outcomes of the Conversation will include new notes
and entries in the ongoing project Lexicon of Design Research
(http://www.lexiconofdesignresearch.com/) maintained by Design Academy
Eindhoven. The structure and the methods proposed are adapted from previous Live
Lexicon events organised by the same group in Eindhoven and during Salone del
Mobile in Milan 2017.
Keywords: Lexicon; dialogue; socratic method; systematic reflection; change
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Organising question(s) or provocation(s)

Through the Socratic Dialogues we want to investigate the terms ‘Change’ and ‘Catalyst’ and come
to a mutual understanding of them, making different positionings visible.
Overarching question: What is the meaning of the term ‘Change’ and/or ‘Catalyst’ in design
research?
●
●

Sub 1: How do we use the terms ‘Change’ and ‘Catalyst’ in our practices?
Sub 2: How many angles or points of view on the subject can be listed, and how do we
position ourselves towards them?
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The Conversation

2.1 Set-up of the conversation
The Conversation took place at standing tables for an active participation. The tables were ‘dressed’
with paper and utensils for making notes. On the table were the words Catalyst and Change, made
out of 3D forms. A manned computer with screen showed relevant text and images and reacted
directly on the Conversation. This whole was filmed from the top and screened onto the wall. See
also this link for a short movie of the Conversation: https://vimeo.com/293113382

2.2 Participants in the Conversation
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Irene Droogleever Fortuyn (Dialogue Moderator)
Liesbeth Fit (Lead and Contact)
Agata Brilli (Visualising and Documenting)
Paolo Patelli (Visualising and Documenting)
David Hamers
Bas Raijmakers
Donato Ricci
Yoko Akama
Yoyce Yee
Marti Louw
Aisling Kelliher
James Corazzo

2.3 Introduction Lexicon of Design Research
The concept of the Lexicon of Design Research was explained and showed online to the participants
by Design Academy Eindhoven Reader in Places and Traces David Hamers.
At Design Academy Eindhoven research happens in all Bachelor and Master departments, as well as
in the research programs of the Readerships Strategic Creativity and Places and Traces.
Manifestations of design research include objects, services, events, drawings, films, texts, maps,
styles, identities, scenarios and more. In 2014, a Design Research Group (Knowledge Circle) was
formed, comprising representatives from Masters, Bachelors and Readerships. In 2015, we initiated
a platform to host discussions and notes around the terms that define our our – and the students’ –
research and practice: a Lexicon of Design Research (see link: www.lexiconofdesignresearch.com)
The project is an ongoing endeavour, constantly being refined and built upon, through iterations of
both internal dialogues and public Lexicon Live events, structured gatherings and discussions open
to the public. The Lexicon of Design Research is an attempt to develop a common language to
explicitly discuss a repertoire of practices.

2.4

Introduction Socratic Dialogue

The moderator Irene Droogleever Fortuyn explained the rules for the Socratic dialogue.
A Socratic Dialogue can be defined as an attempt to develop a mutual understanding related to a
fundamental question through systematic consultation. The question stays central during the entire
session. Under the guidance of a moderator the participants work together intensively; they ask
questions, listen carefully, recap and think together.
In our everyday conversations we often rely on conceptual frameworks informed by our upbringing,
education, authoritative opinions, ingrained habits and thought patterns. A Socratic Dialogue offers
a “conversation space” in which all existing frames are moved to the background as much as
possible. By requiring active listening, Socratic Dialogues require mutual respect, question hidden
assumptions, and produce experience-based comprehension and shared meaning between parties.
While this form of dialogue derives its name from Socrates – who tried to get to a shared

understanding by asking questions, giving examples and analysing experience – the direct
background for this proposal lies in concrete experiences in design research.

2.5 Development of the Conversation
We started the Conversation with choosing which word – “catalyst” or “change” – we would be
talking about. In agreement we decided upon “change”:
●
●
●
●
●

Because it is more active.
Change is used a lot; it is maybe overused.
There is a fear of change, because it is enormous.
Many people see change as a positive thing, but it can also be seen as negative.
Sometimes change is presented as if it were a neutral concept, as if nobody can object to it.

Then we decided upon the route we would take in convening about the term. We decided upon the
order:
●
●

Examples, assumptions, definitions.
We did this because it is dynamic for the Conversation and we would not get stuck in
definitions immediately.
In the following paragraphs, we will report from the Conversation as directly as possible. This means
that we adhere as much as possible to the words and phrases uttered by the participants.

2.6 Report on “Examples”
In this part we all tried to give examples of what change could mean or when it occurred (in our own
practices).
1. As academics we are so resistant to change, there is entrenchment in my own institution.
We have a model from the 1900’s, it does not reference the broader social world and we
have set up false binaries between academia as a pipeline for production and learning to
become a whole human being (‘Bildung’ ideal).
2. There is a difference between change that is forced upon us or when we opt for change. The
first can be disruptive in a political, social and environmental way (e.g. being forced out of
your home because of disruptive weather conditions (status quo change). There is change
that goes more gradually and is more intentional: transformative or gradual change (e.g.
institutional change, a slow progress). Example of institutional change: UK higher education
has seen a change in the last four years. Not all institutional change is gradual, because some
institutes want radical change. However, some institutes do it very badly and there change
becomes disruptive or even destructive. That is when change can raise fear; I see that with
colleagues. When we are so forced into it, it is hard to negotiate were we go from there.
3. There is constant change, like in nature, it never stands still and there is no status quo.
4. In our everyday lives we often experience change in a fluid way. We think that we are
not moving but we are, on a personal level. It is difficult to recognise when you are in it.
RECAP: We concluded that there is disruptive, gradual, constant and fluid change.
5. An example of positive change: Developing as a human being (is gradual change). You realise
only afterwards that it has happened. So, you should realise the change in order for it to
being happened.

6. If you change in the same direction and/or at the same pace as things around you, you do
not notice the change. Only when one of the flock does something else, change becomes
manifest.
Example of Transition Theory in Science and Technology Studies: e.g. climate change: we
need to change something, but we don’t know how yet, so we are trying out all kinds of
changes simultaneously and nobody knows what will succeed eventually.
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7. We can see change as something positivistic, that we know happens and that we can
observe, like a transformation to a butterfly. But when it comes to something personal, it is
different: we cannot observe this kind of change from an outside perspective. It is intimate.
The moment that you are changing from one state to the other, you experience fragility.
There is an amount of work involved in holding things in place and not letting them change.
That is when we are negotiating change.
8. There are always power dynamics behind change, the pushing and pulling of different
groups to move things in the direction of the kind of change that they want. Even in nature
power is involved, because it is about survival and adaptation.
In nature we can speak of forces rather than power. It is not only a matter of evolution;
sudden events can also force us to change.
Example: I was regularly traveling by plane from London to Amsterdam. Once I was forced
by the weather to go by train and since then I do that. The situation taught me.
RECAP: Power dynamics: think about social relations and hierarchies in a social system. Forces
matter, even if it does not seem to be organised (as in a natural system).
9. Introduction of the word ecosystem (that one of us used in a project) to bridge the gap
between nature and the social or economic; it can fit both.

10. The term adaptation is mentioned: You need to change to adapt to a new situation. We are
constantly changing to adapt to a changing context or ecosystem. Perhaps change is not the
end result but our way to adapt.
11. Alliances are mentioned: Something external makes you build new alliances and undo some
of the other (See the example from plane to train). Within the notion of change there is a
binary state. There is a previous state and a following one. That means rebridging or
unbridging.
The term cosmogram is introduced, related to ecosystem: A description of all the things that
keep you in a certain shape. To what do I have to pay attention, or what do I care for, in
order to stay where I am? If I have to change, I have to build different alliances and then the
cosmogram changes. So, it is not me that changes; in a ‘cosmogrammatic’ description
change always happens in relations to something else. Change is the experience of the set of
relations.
12. You can also make a resolution to change. Species that make alliances do not have to be the
fastest, fittest, etcetera. This is not a Darwinist evolutionary perspective; you can also build
relationships to survive.

2.7

Report on “Assumptions”

In this part of the discussion we tried to formulate the hidden assumptions behind the meanings of
change that we talked about.
1. Change implies that something is wrong.
2. There is a frozen state that we change, this implies that we are not moving in the first place.
3. We have to use words to explain something. There is more than we speak about, it is also
felt.
a. Change is sometimes something that happens in our mind or heads and not visible
at all. In the conference the assumption about change is that we need to talk about
it all the time. Why don’t we ‘do’ change?
b. Are we able to ‘do’ change without talking about it? Observing and experiencing is
not enough to do the change. We need speaking and sharing through speaking to
achieve the doing, they go hand in hand.
c. Can we change without talking about it? Depends on your worldview. First world
nations have inflicted upon other species and nations a certain worldview. These
issues are surfacing in this conference. What you do is talking about something that
is already based in an epistemology or worldview. This is frustrating if you come
from a different worldview.
d. The worldview that we share in the format of the congress. Can we have a
meaningful sharing without talking about it, is that an option? It is very good to keep
on talking, not to define or fix but to temporarily share some platform, find each
other momentarily.
e. You can also be sitting without talking and there can be a lot of communication
happening, a form of negotiating. The assumption is that we strive for change in only
one modality but actually it is the context and the relationships that change.
4. The assumption about progress, change being situated in a kind of ontological position that
we are moving somewhere that was better than where we were before.
a. Change is not neutral.
b. Our assumptions are a kind of pattern. What is beyond the more modernist
assumptions of change; everything must change and for the better?
c. Can there be neutral change? In the worldview of progress it’s not neutral, there is
always the suggestion of a meaning, purpose or ambition behind it. Also on the level

of taking or gaining power. In nature, it’s neutral, or we can say indifferent. The
weather is indifferent to us.
5. There is another assumption in that: the separation between nature and human.
a. I see connectedness as a third worldview. In an ‘eastern worldview’ this is important
and different from the ‘western’ worldview where you can conquer everything or
the ‘nature’ worldview were things are also connected but without meaning
(indifference).
RECAP: We now differentiated three worldviews: Modernism, in which we conquer; Nature, which is
indifferent, and Connected, which has meaning.
6. Whose meaning? Experiencing meaning, giving meaning or ‘is’ there meaning? Things are
continuously reacting on each other, sometimes in dependency, sometimes in causality. An
action-reaction kind of relation. Things need each other but for me that is not yet meaning.
a. It needs someone to give it meaning.
b. It is about culture and not about someone. Culture has given meaning and we are
part of that, it is not up to us to create or change it. Maybe you can change it a little
bit, after a few decades…
c. Meaning is dependent on what culture you come from.
7. Anchor points: in a state where everything changes, when you realise it is changing, you
need anchor points. At that point, you decide if you are still happy where you are or if you
(referring back to the cosmogram) see connections. You need anchor points to see where
you are at and to reflect on the change.
8. Assumption: change is two dimensional.
9. Rather than having anchor points I have the feeling we are adrift. If our culture is what is
giving us meaning... I think our culture is a little unmoored? Because people are fearful.
a. Can’t we, better than things being connected, talk about alliances? It brings agency
back into it, because you have to work to form alliances or to disentangle them and
it allows space for the anchor points that have different kinds of weights. You can
become unmoored but some hold us quite good, they are a heavy anchor: the land
coming back.
b. Maybe it can be a buoy, something that drifts and floats and moves along and is not
too static. Something to hold on to. Feeling and being in place but still dynamic, not
fixed.
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2.8 Report on “Definitions”
In this last stage, we tried to come up with some ingredients for the definition of “change”. We
started with the recap of the last things said to develop it from there. However, instead of ending
with a definition, we addressed all the things we might not have taken into account and we talked
about the assumptions behind the Lexicon.
RECAP: Rather than using the word connected there is more agency in using the term alliance
between things. Some alliances we find hard to disentangle ourselves from, while other anchor
points and alliances are quite heavy and hold certain things.
1. Isn’t this more the definition of change as a verb and not as a noun. This is what is
happening when you are changing maybe?
2. Is there a worldview that we have not considered yet? The word agency is bothering me.
There is in other cultures not as much control over change, not as much agency as we think
there is. There is this need of designers to change the material conditions of things. There
are maybe other points of view or there are much larger forces at work that we have not yet
talked about. We are talking with an a-religious quality, coming from a Darwinian thought
tradition. We should at least question if we want to do that.
3. Have we explored how different languages or cultures describe change? Or what is the word
they use to describe change (and if there is any?). Is there room in the Lexicon for different
language interpretations of change or even different characters, from Chinese or Japanese,
Korean, Arabic and what they actually mean. Because character based languages are made
of different characters that mean different things. Can the definition of change include how
it is described in other languages and cultures?

4. Do you have to be upfront about the assumptions made about the Lexicon? It is textual and
imagery and there is an assumption/decision made about how you describe certain
concepts. Can those assumptions be made explicit for those who come across it?
a. There is one type that is made explicit and another not. Our approach to design
research is made explicit, as stated in the manifesto. Not explicit is how we have
structured every item in the lexicon. You can see it, but why we have chosen it is not
really explained. The lexicon is built like a coin with a text and image side that you
can flip. We make clear that the lexicon presents terms in the context of their use at
Design Academy Eindhoven (how we use the words), so it is not universal. We also
want to open up, nothing is fixed and new terms can be added.
b. We aim for the lexicon to be a process and be alive; this is why we are using a
method like this Lexicon Live event to interact around a certain term. We gain many
different insights from it; it opens up the heads and the hearts, and changes the way
we relate to words.

3

Outcomes and conclusions

The Conversation took place in 1.5 hours of utmost concentration and the Socratic method provided
a safe and balanced way of conversing in which there was room to partake for all participants.
In the Conversation, some experiences from the conference as a whole were included. For instance,
the “why is design so white” experience from one of the keynote debates.
The online forum was not used by any delegate apart from the convenors.
The input from the Conversation will become part of the Lexicon of Design Research and can already
partly be viewed online. See link: Lexicon of Design Research.
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